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meanwhile, director hideaki anno noted that this was the first time he has produced such a large-
scale work, with anno referring to the trilogy as "junk yard, the future of filmmaking" and "a project

for the film of the era." however, anno felt that it was difficult to work with the series in the final
weeks of the production after filming had begun, describing it as "an adventure without a set time

and location" and "having to see the film as the situation changes." anno noted that the huge budget
allowed for many staff members, including animators and composers, to be present during the

production. furthermore, he also noted that the series allowed for the production of different types of
media, as "through the internet, anime and manga can be marketed in the same way as the movie."

the ending theme for the film, "deep voice horizon," was composed by long-time series composer
michiru ōshima as well as fujino o, and was performed by japanese pop and vocalist kato yumi. the
movie was also followed by a six-minute long g-2: gundam's great adventure - the movie -keep on

the wish- documentary video that focuses on the creation and production of the movie itself. [2] the
film and documentary were subsequently released as part of the kamidori dvds of gundam 00

trilogy. the xi gundam's time-to-ignition indicator goes off. omega starts the engines. the valiant
leaves for sol. fabia is strangely absent from the meeting, but she manages to join a group of people
streaming to a certain spot. katarhol and iram make their way into the bridge and are attacked by a

mezuki.
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the main novel series was published as mobile suit gundam: hathaway's flash by kadokawa between
april 2014 and july 2017, consisting of a total of 6 volumes (with a total of 63 chapters each). the
novel series was later compiled into one volume by kadokawa in november 2017. on february 24,

2018, the animated feature film adaptation mobile suit gundam: hathaway's flash was announced by
kadokawa, with a projected theatrical release on july 23, 2021. the film is a sequel to the original

mobile suit gundam anime series, mobile suit gundam: char's counterattack (1986). it also serves as
a prequel to the 0080s the iron-blooded orphans manga series. meanwhile, the omega galactica,
velan, argo, the zeta gundam and the orguss space carriers have re-entered the battlefield. the

valiant is approaching the oenbelli system while maximilian and emerelda discuss their next step
with seifer, maximilian giving emerelda the choice of the light zaku "tri-chimera". emerelda decides

to leave, but maximilian tries to stop her. the omega gundam is heading for the valiant. gawman
takes off his particle shield and prepares to fire the shield buster at the omega gundam. maximilian

fired the zaku drive at the omega gundam, but it was stopped by the g-guardians' shields. one g-
guardian, when questioned about this, stated that they never attacked and only defend. the valiant
is now in the outer system surrounding oenbelli. they need to find the right target as well as time to

plan an attack. hathaway suggests burning down some forest with a fire bomber, but maximilian
asks him what he plans to do with them. he plans to use the g-guardians as guinea pigs to see how

much damage it would do in battle. the g-guardians are surprised at such a suggestion, so
maximilian suggests they test it out at a marine base on orguss. he also tells them about the g-

guardians, valiant and the weapon they're planning. maximilian shoots the commander of the base
in the head to get him to attack the valiant. with a cry, the g-guardians begin their attack. suddenly,

zaku tanks begin to pour out from the nearby underground tunnel. 5ec8ef588b
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